I. INTRODUCTION
This report describes the procedures and routines used in the conversion of NIMROD [1] simulation results to files readable by VisIt, a visualization and graphical analysis tool package. NIMROD is a three-dimensional (3D) magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) code that is used to simulate plasma dynamics at the Sustained Spheromak Physics Experiment (SSPX) [2] . At the time of writing of this report, the files output by NIMPLOT could not be loaded directly into VisIt, and therefore had to be translated into one of the formats recognizable by the visualization program. From these formats, the VTK simple legacy format [4] is relatively simple to work with, and thus a translator was made to rearrange the data in this format. Furthermore, multiple toroidal slices can be included in a single VTK file, conveniently grouping all the necessary data for 3D rendering using VisIt in a single ASCII 1 (* Begin file MatheNIMPLOTv2.txt *) 2 3 (******************************************************** 18 *********************************************************) 19 20 Print["\n The Mathematica instructions for this run are found in the file MatheNIMPLOTv2.txt \n"]; 21 22 (*********************************************************) 23 (*********************************************************) 24 (* Below, the input variables for the loop function *) 25 26 NumberOfToroidalSegments = 72; 27 NameOfFileWithDumpNumbersAndTimes = 28 "Log_of_NIMROD_lam07_dump_files_and_times_02.csv"; 29 (*********************************************************) 30 (*********************************************************) 31 32 (* Function declaration *) 33 34 (******************************************************** 
50
TextDumpNumber 51 ]; 52 53 (******************************************************** 98 99 ]; 100 101 (******************************************************** 
III. MERGING ALL THE TOROIDAL SLICES INTO A SINGLE VTK FILE
Once all the required dump cycles have been processed with the routines shown in the previous section, the toroidal slices produced must be lumped into a single VTK file in order to load them easily into VisIt. The routines shown below were created in Mathematica to open the toroidal slice files, extract only one variable of interest, and rearrange the data in the VTK STRUCTURED_GRID format.
1 (* Begin file Conversion_from_NIMROD_ascii_dump_(tecplot)_to_VTK_v09_(version_for_moller1m4).txt *) 2 3 (* For this version, use the terminal in MacOS X and change to the directory where you want the files 4 to be read and written, then start Mathematica. In my computer is the following line: 5 6 '/Volumes/Data/Users/romero/Applications/Mathematica/Mathematica 5.0.app/Contents/MacOS/MathKernel' 7 8 Once Mathematica is running, type the following in the command prompt: 9 10 <<"Conversion_from_NIMROD_ascii_dump_(tecplot)_to_VTK_v04_(version_for_moller1m4).txt *) 11 12 (****************************************** 33 34 (*******************************************) 35 36 (* The function below assumes that all files contain a three letter extension (e.g. txt) and that the last 37 digits before the extension contain the angle (a fraction between 0 and 1) information and the characters "fraction". 38 -This function difers from the one found in Conversion_from_NIMROD_ascii_dump_(tecplot)_to_VTK_v01.nb in 39 that reads the input angle from the .txt file as a fraction between 0 and 1 (that is, 0 -> 1 is equivalent to 0 -> 2Pi Note how the node x, y, z locations have to be specified first (under the line "POINTS 820800 double") and then vectors corresponding to each node.
IV. THE MESH RECONSTRUCTED BY VISIT
One important property of the VTK STRUCTURED_GRID file is that mesh cells are inferred from the layout of the node points in the text file. That is, there is no need to specify the type of cells to be constructed in order to create an interconnected mesh. For the case of the VTK files constructed from 72 slices, the mesh inferred by VisIt is shown in Figure 1 .
Note the gap in the mesh in frames (b) and (c). This is an unfortunate property of the STRUCTURED_GRID format, since there is no information in the file on how to connect the two ends of the mesh. However, the lack of interpolation available in that gap does not affect the information in the rest of the volume.
Once the mesh is loaded into VisIt, the user can proceed to take advantage of all the plot functions and analysis tools in VisIt. A sample of the processing possible with VisIt is shown in Figure 2 .
